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1. INTRODUCTION 
A priori estimates constitute a powerful tool in the study of boundary 
value problems for elliptic partial differential equations in bounded domains, 
and for nonlinear equations such estimates are the essential and usually 
the most difficult step in the analysis. For equations defined in unbounded 
domains, such estimates in general are unknown, and their unavailability 
is one of the main reasons that the theory of exterior boundary value problems 
is relatively undeveloped (see however [12]). It is the purpose of this paper 
to derive certain a priori estimates (in the form of uniform bounds for 
derivatives) for solutions of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation 
defined in an exterior domain, and to demonstrate their use by obtaining 
uniform asymptotic expansions and a uniqueness theorem for such solutions. 
In connection with the first of these applications, Herglotz has shown 
(c.f. [13]) that if U(X, y) is an entire solution of (1) (i.e., U(X, y) E Cz(R2)), -- 
subject to a boundness condition as r = +4/x2 + ya -+ co, then certain 
“local means” of U(X, y) satisfy an asymptotic relation as Y --t co. Hartman 
([9]) has shown that u(x, y) itself satisfies the corresponding asymptotic 
relation in an averaged L2-sense and obtained an analogue of this result for 
U(X, y) E C?(F), where F is the exterior of a bounded domain D. It is further 
known ([II]) that if u(x, y) E C2(F) and satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation 
condition 
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uniformly for 6’ = tan-l y/x E [0,27~], then it is possible to construct a 
uniform asymptotic expansion for U(X, y) as T --t co. Conditions on general 
u(x, y) E C’s(F) such that this construction is possible are unknown and are 
obtained in this paper for the first time. It should be noted that such expansion 
theorems are easily derived if conditions on the derivatives of u(x, y) are 
resorted to; see for example the proof of Corollary 2 below. 
Dating from the classical results of Helmholtz and Sommerfeld, many 
criteria have been given to assure that the exterior Dirichlet problem for the 
Helmholtz equation is well posed (c.f. [lo]). By the use of the a priori 
estimates derived in this paper, new uniqueness conditions will be derived 
and shown to be equivalent to Sommerfeld’s radiation condition. 
Although for the sake of computational ease all results in this paper are 
done in two dimensional space, the methods used are easily adaptable to 
the general n dimensional case. 
2. THE SPACE W, 
Let U(X, y) be a regular solution (i.e., U(X, y) is of class Cz) of the Helmholtz 
equation in the exterior F of a bounded domain D, in particular for r > R 
where R is some positive constant, and let (r, 0) be cylindrical coordinates 
defined as 
x = r cos e 
y = r sin 8, 
(3) 
where 0 < 0 < 2~. Then it is well known ([9]) that for fixed Y, u(x, y) has 
a Fourier expansion of the form 
24(x, y) = f u,.&(r) eine, 
12=-m 
(4) 
where 2, is a cylinder function of order n. From the analytic theory of 
partial differential equations it is known ([I], [5]) that for each fixed r > R, 
U(X, y) is a holomorphic function of cos 0 and sin 0 (considered as independent 
variables) in some domain T in the space 4s of two complex variables 
containing [ -1, + I] @ [- 1, + I] in its interior. In general, of course, the 
size of T will depend on the value of r, i.e., T = T(Y). 
DEFINITION 1. Let U(X, y) be a regular solution of the Helmholta equation 
for r > R and assume that for fixed Y > R, U(X, y) is a holomorphic function 
of (cos 0, sin 0) in some domain T C V2 containing [- 1, + l] @ [- 1, +l] 
in its interior, where T is independent of r. If there exists a positive constant M 
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such that / WU(X, y)l < M for Y > A, (cos 8, sin 0) E T, then u(x, y) is 
said to belong to the space Wr . 
Considering solution spaces similar to Wr is a common practice in the 
theory of potential scattering (c.f. [7]), w h ere the singularities of u(x, y) on 
the boundary of T correspond to the “bound states” of the nuclear model. 
Recently spaces of this type have been shown to play an important role in 
the study of certain classes of partial differential equations with singular 
coefficients ([l]-[4]). 
3. A Priori ESTIMATES AND THEIR APPLICATION 
THEOREM 1. Every solution u(x, y) of Helmholtz equation regular for 
Y > R can be uniquely decomposed as 
u=u+v, 
where U is an everywhere regular solution (i.e., entire) and V is a regular 
solution for Y > R satisfying the Sommerfeld radiation condition. 
PROOF. [lo]. 
THEOREM 2. Let V(x, y) be a regular solution of the Helmholtz equation 
for Y > R satisfying the Sommerfeld radiation condition. Then V(x, y) E Wr 
for some domain T and for every integer m = m, + ma and domain T* bounded 
by a contour interior to T, there exists a positive constant M(m, T*) such that 
9/z @JJ 
w G Wm, T*) I 
for R < Y < 00, (cos 8, sin 0) E T*. 
PROOF. V(x, y) can be expressed as 
V(x, y) = f a, $Q- eine, 
n=-co ?I 
where 
2~ H;‘(r) 1 
an H;l)(R) = -%- s 
V(Y cos 8, Y sin e) e-ine db 
,, 
(5) 
and HA” denotes a Hankel function of the first kind ([I]). Integrating by 
parts in (6) gives 
(7) 
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By using the formula ([14] p. 297) 
e?(y) = up %,0(y) + fP(y) Rn-1,1(r), (8) 
where R denotes Lommel’s polynomial, and the fact that V(R cos 0, R sin t?) 
is a holomorphic function of (cos 8, sin 0) in some domain T containing 
[-1, +l] @[-1, +I] (whichimpliesi&q,l,, 1 a, I1/lnl < l;seeTheorem3), 
we can conclude from (7) that 
where the series in (9) converge absolutely uniformly for Y > R, 
(cos 8, sin 0) E T* (where T* is as defined in the statement of the theorem). 
Here K(Q G,(e) are holomorphic functions of (cos 8, sin 6) in T and the 
series may be differentiated with respect to Y as often as desired. For details 
the reader is referred to [l] and [l 11. F rom this result the theorem follows 
readily by using the asymptotic relation ([14] p. 196) 
fqyy) = Y-+ Go, (10) 
which holds uniformly for h contained in a compact subset of [0, 001. 
Attention is now turned towards entire solutions U(x, y) and as a first 
step in the analysis a bound on ] rl12JA(~)l which is independent of Y will 
be obtained, where J,, denotes a Bessel function of order X. Although from 
the asymptotic relation ([I41 p. 199, 225) 
IA(Y) =2j;coS (Y - $ - 5) + 0 (A); Y 4 cu (11) 
(which holds uniformly for h contained in a compact subset of [0, co]) and 
J*(r) = (f)l T(A\ 1) [l +oGb x-oo 
(which holds uniformly for Y contained in a compact subset of [0, co]), it is 
clear that ] Y~‘~J~(Y)I is uniformly bounded if one of the variables Y, h is 
held fixed, this is not the case if both variables are allowed to become large, 
as can be seen by noting ([14], p. 260) that hlIsJ,(X) is a (bounded) increasing 
function of h. (It is of interest to contrast this observation with the result ([9]) 
for all I, h > 0.) 
1 T - 
s y 0 
tJA2(t) & < constant (13) 
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LEMMA 1. I Y~‘~J~(Y)I < M(l + W) for Y, X > 0 where M is a positive 
constant independent of Y and A. 
PROOF. From the uniform asymptotic representations of Bessel functions 
as developed by Cherry and Langer (c.f. [6]), we have 
(Ax)‘/” J&ix) = Al/6 
d 
; Ai(-W$)[l + O(W)] (14) 
uniformly in X, 0 < x < oc, as X -+ cc, Re h > 0 (except that the error 
term needs some slight modification near the zeros of Ai(-A2/3$)). Here the 
real-valued function $(x) is defined by 
f [+(x)]3/” = --(I - x2)1/2 + log ’ + (’ ; x2)1’2 ; O<X<l 
(15) 
= (9 - 1)W - cos-1 x-1; ldx<oo, 
and Ai is the Airy function defined by 
44 = W~2KI~3(t~~2) + Ju~W'~)I. (16) 
From Eq. (15) and (16) it is seen that 1 d/2/aAi(-h2/3+)j is uniformly 
bounded for x 3 x0 > 0, h > &, > 0, and hence Eq. (14) implies there 
exists a constant M, independent of r and X such that 
@x)“~ J&ix)1 < M,P (17) 
for x > x0 > 0, X > X, > 0, e.g. 
/ Y”“J~(Y)I < M,P (18) 
for Y > &x0 , h > h, . From the discussion preceding lemma one and the 
fact that Y’/“);\(Y) is a continuous function of Y and X in the quarter plane 
Y 3 0, /\ >, 0, it can be concluded that there exists a constant M, such that 
I +“/~(~)l S M2 (19) 
for 0 < h < h, , Y 3 0, and a similar inequality exists for 0 < Y < x,,l\,, 
h > 0. The conclusion of the lemma now follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let U(x, y) be an entire solution of the Helmholtz equation 
such that U(x, y) E W,f OY some domain T. Then for every integer m = m, + m2 
and domain T* bounded by a contour interior to T, there exists a positive 
constant M(m, T*) such that 
for 0 < Y < CO, (cos 0, sin f3) E T*. 
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PROOF. U(x,y) can be expressed ([9]) as 
rlW@,y) = 2 a~~~~]&-) eine, 
n=--00 
(20) 
where 
anr1i2 In(r) = iG 1: v1j2U(r cos 0, r sin 0) e-ine dt?. (21) 
Now let (yi} be a sequence of r values such that COS(T( - r/4) = 1, 
i = 1) 2, 3 ,... . Since U(X, y) E W, , by Vitali’s theorem for several complex 
variables ([8]) th ere exists a subsequence {rj}, j = 1,2, 3,... such that 
f& Y~/~U(Y~ cos B, yj sin 0) = f(cos 8, sin 0) (22) 
wheref(cos 8, sin 0) is a holomorphic function of (cos 0, sin 0) in T. Expanding 
in a Fourier series gives 
f (cos 8, sin e) = f b,eine, (23) 
n=-co 
where limlnl+m 1 b, I1llnl < 1. (This last inequality follows from the fact that 
h(r, 8) = Cz=-, bnrfnlefne is a harmonic function for r < 1 which has no 
singularities on the circle r = 1. Hence the series representation will actually 
converge uniformly and absolutely for Y < r, where Y, in some constant 
such that r. > 1.) By letting Y run through the sequence {rj} in (21) and 
using Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, it is seen by use of 
formula (11) (and the relation J+(Y) = (-1)n In(r) for 71 an integer) that 
I a2m I = I b2m I> b2m+1 = 0, m = 0, 1,2 ,... and hence 
,@G 1 a2m j1/21ml < 1. (24) 
In a similar fashion by choosing (ri} such that cos(ri - 7r/4) = 0, i = 1,2,..., 
it is seen that 
,lirm 1 a2m+l j1/21ml+1 < 1. 
Equations (24) and (25) together imply that 
(25) 
Now by use of formula (21) it is seen that 
(26) 
r1,2 PU(r cos 8, r sin e) 
arm1 
= a$a a,r”2 Jim”(r) eine, (27) 
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where 
J;"+) = %!&) . 
Repeated use of the relations ([I41 pp. 45, 15). 
J - (r) - J n 1 TL+1 (r) = 2 J?‘(r) 
J-n(r) = (--11% JAY) 
(28) 
in conjunction with lemma one yields 
j r1’2J;m”(r)i < M(I + (1 n ; + ml)““) (29) 
for r > 0, n a positive or negative integer, and hence (26) and (29) imply 
that the series (27) is absolutely uniformly convergent and 
r1,2 PIU(r cos 0, I sin 0) 
ai+ 
.q M(m, ) T*) (30) 
for 0 < r < co, (cos 0, sin 0) E T, , where M is a positive constant inde- 
pendent of r and 0, and T, is a domain bounded by a contour interior to T. 
From Cauchy’s theorem for several complex variables ([g]) it is seen that 
P+m2+m3 U(r cos 0, r sin 0) 
r1’2 ww(c0~ ep a(sin ep 
m,! m,! 
~ - (277i)mz+m3 
s +I2 i3m1U/&-m1 d(cos I$) d(sin 4) L (cos 4 - cos 0)%+l(sin # - sin B)na3+1 ’ 
(31) 
where L = L, @L, is a product of regular contours La (z’ = 1,2) in the 
cos 0, sin 0 plane respectively such that L is contained in T, . Hence for a 
domain T* bounded by a contour interior to T, , (31) implies that 
‘l” &-“21~(cos @)nZ, a(sin e)VLa G M(ml ’ llz2 ’ m3 ’ T*) (32) 
for 0 < Y < co, (cos 8, sin 0) E T*, where M is a positive constant inde- 
pendent of r and 6’ (L is chosen to lie in T, ~ I’*). By repeatedly using 
the relation 
au au au -=- 
a!9 a(sin e) 
cos 6 - ~ 
~(COS e) 
sin 8, (33) 
the statement of the theorem now follows. 
409/27/2-3 
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COROLLARY 1. Let u(x, y) E W, be a regular solution of the Helmholtz 
equation for r > R. Then there exist functions f,(6) (i = 1,2,3) analytic on 
[0,2rr] such that as r -+ w 
r112u(r cos 8, r sin 8) = e”fi(8) + cos(r - n/4) f,(e) 
+ sin(r - +9f3(4 + 4) (34) 
r1,2 &(r cos 6, r sin 0) 
i3r 
= ieirfi(f?) - sin(r - 7T/4) fi(e) 
+ co+ - 7T/4)f9(e) + o(l) (35) 
uniformly f3r e E [0,2~]. If u(x, y) is entire fi(e) = 0 and ;f u(x, y) satisjes 
the Sommerfeld radiation condition f2(0) = f3(B) E 0. 
PROOF. In view of theorems one and two and the results of [ 111, it suffices 
to consider only entire solutions U(x, y). By theorem three j r1/2(a2U/&92)1 
is uniformly bounded for 0 E [0,2~] and integration by parts in formula (21) 
shows that 1 a,r1/2/,(r)/ < (M/n2) where M is a positive constant independent 
of r and n. Letting r -+ w and using formula (11) shows that 1 a, 1 < (M/n2) 
and hence 
$I r112U(x, y) - cos(r - ?r/4) f (-I)” a2,ei2ne 
?l=-cc 
- sin(r - ?r/4) ‘f 
?l=--co 
(- 1 )n+l a2n+lei(2n+1)e j 
< p+? 2 1 a,r1/2J,(r) - 
n=-co ( 
n7f 
a, cos r - - - ” 
2 4 )I 
= 0, (36) 
since each term in the series is uniformly bounded by (2M/n2) and tends 
to zero as r + 00. Formula (34) now follows with 
f2(e) = 2 (-1)” a2nei2ne 
n=-co 
f,(e) = f (-l)“+l a2n+lei(2n+1)e. 
n=-co 
(37) 
By formula (26) it is seen that f2(0), f,(e) are analytic functions of 0 for 
0 E [0,2~]. Formula (35) is derived in the same manner by considering 
(au/&) instead of U. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let u(x, y) be a regular solution of the Helmholtz equation 
for r > R. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) u(x, y) E W, for some domain T and limrdm r112(&/& - iu) = 0 point- 
wise for 8, < 0 < 0, , where i?,, 8, are constants uch that 0 < 19~ < O1 < 27~. 
(2) limT+ Y~/~(&~/L~Y - iu) = 0 uniformly for 0 < 0 < 277. 
PROOF. The fact that (2) implies (1) follows immediately from Theorem 2. 
Conversely Corollary 1 and the identity theorem for analytic functions of 
a single complex variable shows that (1) implies (2). 
From Corollary 2 and the Sommerfeld-Rellich-Vekua uniqueness theorem 
([5]) it can be concluded that if u(x, y) is a solution of the Helmholtz equation 
in the exterior F of a bounded domain D such that u(x, y) E C”(P), satisfies 
condition (1) of Corollary 2, and vanishes on the boundary of D, then 
u(x, y) 3 0 in F. 
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